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Principles do not change. The strategy must be agile, 
must develop along with the company. 

Stage 1: 1996 - 2014
Partners-manufacturers.
During the years of operation in Russia, Belorussia, Kazakhstan, and other CIS countries, the territories where VSP has 
been active developing business jointly with partners-manufacturers, we were always following the main principle of 
work: VSP serving as an interface between a partner-manufacturer and a customer.
For about 20 years VSP was focusing exclusively on developing established partnership relationships with MTL, Parker 
Hannifin, Eurotherm and Emerson. Such an approach paid off – on every line of activity, special for the company, we hold 
a leading position in the capacity of a team to provide a comprehensive support for partners’ solutions in the market. 
Time goes forward. Market conditions change. 

Stage 2: 2014 - 2019
distribution tech; trade tech; marketing tech.
We provided for the structure allowing for the company development, separating into individual blocks various business 
activities.
All the practices generated by the company under the frames of cooperation with the partners-manufacturers in the 
capacity of a distributor, were singled out by us in a distribution tech subdivision. On the basis of a new trade tech 
platform VSP started building relationship with new partners and suppliers – at the end of 2015 we reached a principle 
agreement on cooperation with a German manufacturer WIKA. marketing tech is a new promising business line. A more 
intensified activity on this line is planned for 2019.

Stage 3: 2019 +
Project approach – adding more value for the customer.
Today we are actively working on new possibilities, which we would expect to be able to offer customers soon. To our 
mind, the task of our company is to provide a customer with an optimum solution based on a selection from a wide range 
of manufacturers, and not only on the historically established business relationships with the VSP partners; the former 
approach - a limited offer, does not comply to our mind with current market requirements. It is a matter of principle to 
point out that specialists’ competence and expertise form the foundation of each and every of VSP plans and initiatives. 
We are distinctly focused on high qualitative operation indices, in the first place covering a technical level of the team. 
As an example, Instrumentation and Electromechanical products represent two business lines, in which the company is 
investing time and resources.
To summarize the above, we call such an approach a Project approach. These are the very capabilities which we 
consider will provide a more considerable value for VSP customers and partners.
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